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THE TRIBUNAL'S DECISION ON PETITIONS FROM
THIRD PERSONS TO INTERVENE AS "AMICI CURIAE"

I - INTRODUCTION

On 25 m August 2000, a petition was submitted to the Tribunal by the International

1.

Institute for Sustainable Development requesting pennission to submit an amicus curiae
brief to the Tribunal (the "Institute Petition"). On 6'" September 2000, a joint Petition
wu submitted to the Tribunal by (i) Communities for a Better Environment and (ii) the
Eanh Island Institute for permission to appear as amici curiae (the "Communities/Eanh
Island Petition").

On 7 1h September 2000, the requests contained in these petitions were addressed by the

2.

Claimant and the Respondent at the Second Prooedural Hearing, which was wo attended
by the legal representative from Mexico. At this point, only the Claimant had filed

written submissions on the issue of intervention (on 3l d August 2000). and these were
directed to the Institute Petition only. The Tribunal decided not to rule upon the Petitions
at the Hearing. Under Item 3 of the Minutes of Order ofiliat Hearing. as modified on I alA

October 2000, the Tribunal laid down it timetable for written subllli:isioDS aD the issue of
intervention by third persons as amicus curiae, to be decided by the Tribunal as a general

princ;iple.

The Tribunal's timetable provided as follows:

3.

(1)

161il October 2000: Further written submissions of Petitioners: for amicus curiae
status.

(2)

27U, October 2000: Written submissions from the Claimant and the Respondent
in rC5p~t of (1).
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lOth November 2000: Written submissions from Canada and Mexico as NonDisputing State Parties as provided for by Article 1128 ofNAFTA.

.

\

(4)

22n~ November 2000: Written submissions from the Claimant and the Respondent

in respect of (3).
An "Amended Petition" was duly !lUbmined on 13 th October 2000 by (i) Communities

for 11 Bettcr Environment, (n) the Bluewater Network ofEarth Island I nstitut~ and (iii) the
Center for InteIrultionaI Environmental Law (the "CommunitieslBluewater/Center
Pctition")~ on 16 th October 2000. '<Pinal Submissions" were submined by the

Internationallnstitute for Sustainable Development (the "Institute Final Petition"); on 271b

October 2000, the Claimant and the Respondent filed their written submissions; on

101!.

November 2000, Canada and Mexico each filed written submissions; and on 22nd
November 2000, the Claimant and the Respondent filed their further written submissions.

4.

..

.

In accordance with the procedure cnvisaged at the Second Procedural

M~eting

and

agreed with the Disputing Parties, the Tribunal has been able to decide this issue on the

basis of these written submissions, without the need for an oral hearing. At the OUtSet, the
Tribunal expresses its thanks to all those responsible for researching and drafting these
submissions. which touch upon important general principles directly affecting the future

conduc;t of these arbitration proceedings and the potential effect, direct and indirect, of
any award on the DiBputing Parties' substantive dispute.

.

\
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II - SUMMARY OF THE PETITIONERS' REQUESTS

The Institute: The Institute Petition contained requests for permission (i) to file an

5.

amicuS

brief (preferably after reading the parties' written pleadinSS), (ii) to make oral

submissions, (iii) to have observer status at oral hearings. Permission was sought on the
basis of the immense public importance of the case and the critical impact that the
Tribunal's decision will have on environmental and other public welfare law-making in
the NAFT A region. It was also contended that the interpretation of Chapter 11 of

. ,

NAFTA

should reflect legal principles underlying the concept of sustainable

development; and that the Institute could assist the Tribunal in this respect. A further
point was made that participation of an amicus would allay public disquiet as to the
closed nature of arbitration proceedings under Chapter 11 ofNAFTA. As to jurisdiction,
it was argued that the Tribunal c;ould grant the

P~tion

under its general procedural

powers contained in Article 1S of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, and that there was
nothing in Chapter 11 to prevent the granting of the permission requested by the Institute.
Reference was also made to the practice of the WTO Appellate Body and courts in
Canada and the United States.

These submissions were eJq)anded in the Institute Final Petition. It was argued that there

6.

was an increased urgency in the need for amicus participation in the light of the award
dated 30m August 2000 in Meta/clad Corporation v. United Mexican States and an
alleged failure to consider environmental and sustainable development goals in that

-,

NAFTA arbitration. It was contended that there was no danger of the Tribunal opening
the "floodgates" to other persons seeking to appear as amici in future NAFT A
arbitrations; and that there was no overriding principle of confidentiality in arbitration
that should exclude amici.

Further. in this respect, the Institute would be entitled

eventually to copies of the parties' written pleadings under the US Freedom of

Information Act. The

Institute would s:atisfy the special interest tests under both

Canadian and US law to enable it to appear as amicus in equivalent eoun proceedings in

-4-
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those jurisdictions. Finally. it was argued that the absence of any right ofappeaJ from the
Tribunal's arbitra.tion award made it all the more important tha.t there should be no errors

resulting from the lack of a fresh and relevant perspective which the Institute could
provide to the Tribunal.

7.

-

CommunitiesIBluewaterlCenter: The CommunitiesIEarth Island Petition
\

Wag

in effect

superseded by the Communitiesl Bluewater/Center Petition (as explained at paragraph
I of the later submission). This petition requested permission to participate in the

proceedings as amid curiae. which participation was to include the opponuniry to review
the partics' written pleadings, to attend hearings and to make written and oral
submissions. For practical purposes, the scope of this intervention is the same sought by

the Institute.

8.

This petition stressed the widespread public support for the participation of amici in this
arbitration. It argued that the case raised issues of constitutional importance, concerning
the balance between (a) governmental authority to implement environmental regulations
and (b) property
willin~e5s

rightSL

It contended that the outcome in this case might affect the

of governments at all levels in the N AFTA States (including the Stat!; of

California) to implement measures to protect the environment and human health. As with
~

\

the Institute Petition. it asserted that intervention was consistent with Canadian and US
domestic law; and that the Tribunal bad jurisdiction to a.llow the petition under Article
15 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. It was again contended that there was support

for a decision by the Tribunal to allow the petition in the form ofvarious decisions of the
WTO Appellate Body. Further, the point was made that the United States had recognised

the value of amicus participation in cases before the WTO Appellate Body.
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III - SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS BY MEXICO AND CANADA

9,

Mexico: Mexico stressed that Chapter 11 ofNAFTA did not provide for thc::iovolvement
of persons other than the Disputing Parties and NAFT A Parties on questions of the
interpretation ofNAFTA pursuant to Article 1128. It contended that if amicus curiae

submissions were allowed, the amici would have greater rights than the NAFrA Parties
themselves because of the limited scope of Article 1128 submissions. Such a result was
clearly never intended by the NAFTA Parties; and it could lead to the abrogation of

Artidc 1128 by NAFTA Panics submitting amicus briefs where they wishod to make
submissions on issues other than the interpretation ofNAFTA. Mexico argued that the
Tribunal]s authority to appoint ex.perts was limited by Article 1133 of NAFTA (i.e.

subject to the disapproval of the Disputing Parties). In any event, amici were not to be

- \ confused with independent experts. In addition. Mexico noted that the there was no
power under Mexican law for its domestic courts to receive amicus brids. The Chapter
II dispute settlement meohanism established a careful balance between the procedures
of common law states, Canada (at least in part) and the United States, on the one hand

and on the otha il civilldw :stilte. Mexico. The existence of a specific procedure in one
Party] s domestic state court procedure did not mean that it could be transported to a
tran.sn.ational NAFT A arbitration.

10.

Canada.~ Canada adopted a different approach from Mexico. 10 its written submissions,

Canada stated its support for greater openness in arbirration proceedings under Chapter

11 of NAFTA. Although mindful of the confidentiality obligations imposed by Article

25(4) of me UNCTTRAL Arbitration Rules, Canada supponed public disclosure of
arbitral submissions, orncrs and awards to the fullest extent possible. Canada contended
that in this case, without prejudice to its position in other arbitrations under NAFTA

~ \ ChApter II. the Tribunal should accept the written submissions of the Petitioners,

notwithstanding that only NAFTA Parties have the right to make submissions on
Questions of the interpretation ofNAFT A Canada also

-6-

~tated

that it would be asking its

NAFI' A partners to work together on the issue of amicus curias participation as a matter
of urgency in order to provide guidance to arbitra.tion tribunals under Chapter 11.

IV - SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS BY THE DISPUTING PARTIES

The Disputing Parties responded differently to the Petitioner's n:qucst:5 for intervention,

11.

.

The Respondent, as summarised later below, requested the Tribunal to accept part of the
\

Petirfoner's requeStS. The Claimant sought the dismissal of these petitions under three
principal headings: (i) con£dentiality, (ii) jurisdiction, Ciii) fairness of process.
(i) The Qaimant

12.

Confldenttaltry: As to contidentiality, the Claimant relied on Article 25(4) of the

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules to the ~ that hearings are to be held in camera. It
argued that this obligation carried with it the requirement that doc:uments prepared for the
arbitration be wofidcmtial. The authority for this proposition was to be found in the

reasoning of the English Commercial Court in Has:meh Insurance Co. ofIsrael v. Steuart
J. Mew (1993] 2 Uoyd's Rep 243. Further, the Disputing Parties had come to an

agreement

00

confidentiality by the Conseot Order regarding Disclosure and

Confidentiality (made by the TribunaJ at the Second Procedural Meeting on -ph September
2000); and it was thereby agreed that transcripts, written submissions, witness statements,

reports, etc be kept confidential. The Order did not allow for disclosure of matcruu to
non-governmental organisations or public interest groups, such as the Petitioners.

1 J.

Jurisdiction: As to jurisdiction, the Claimant a..-gued that the Tribunal had no jurisdiction
to add a party to the proceedings without the agreement of the parties. The ability to
appear in the arbitration was limited by Chapter 11 ofNAFTA to the Disputing Parties

and N AFT A Parties, whereas granting the Petitioners the status of amicus (''Uriae would
be equivalent to addillg them as parties. No such jurisdiction was created by Article 15

-7-
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of the UNCITRAL Arbitra.tion Rules. That rule was concerned merely with procedural
matters and not the substantive issue of who were the parties to the arbitration. There was

also no question of jurisdiction under Article 27 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules,

.

as tp,at power to receive expert evidence had been specifically rem.oved from the

\

Tribunal. Further, after a carefulseafch the Claimant stated that it had been unable to find
any precedent where a tribunal had granted amicus curiae status to non-parties in an
arbitration under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules,

Fairness: As to fairness, the Claimant contended that the protection of the pUblic; intereSt

14.

was ensured by Article 1128 of NAFTA. Private interest groups wishing to put thcir
views before an arbitration tribunal could convey their jntOnnation to the NAFTA

Parties, who had the right to intervene where there was a question of jnterpretation of
NAFTA. Further, any of the Disputing Parties would be in a position to call upon the

Petitioners to offer their testimony as evidence in the proceedings, whereas if the
PetitionCT8 were to appear as amici curiae, the Disputing Partitl:5 would ha.ve no
opportunity to test by oross-examination (in particular) the factual basis of their

.

contentions. In addition. granting to the Petitioners amici status would subStantially
increase the costs of proceedings and require the Claimant to respond to the submissions

\

of others in a way not contemplated by NAFTA An undesirable precedent would be set

and other groups might be encouraged to seek to appear as amici in arbitrations under
Chapter 11 ofNAFTA.

Like Mexico, the Claimant also argued that reliance on the practice relatine to amici in

1 S.

the domestic courts of certain jurisdictions was inappropriate to these arbitration
proceedings. Amicus briefs were not pennitted in one of the NAFTA States, namely
Mexico. The court processes of one NAFTA State should not be preferred over Mother;
and the international rules governing foreign investment should not be made to give way
to domestic practices. The Claimant also considered that WTO practice was irrelevant
and should be disregarded by the Tribunal. Further, insofar as it was aware, no WTO

panel or Appc:llate: Body had accepted for consideration an unsolicited amicus brief
Briefs had been filed in each case, but the WTO Panel or Appellate Body had always

.

\
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determined that these briefs should not be considered. and the power under Article 13 of
the Dispute Settlement Understanding to seekinfonnation from outsidesouTces had not
been used in this respect. Further, in the order of 16tb November 2000 in European

Communiries - Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos Containing Products, all
seventeen applications for amicus status were rejected by the WTO.

(ii) The Respondent

16.

The Respondem contended

0) (hat the procedural rules goyc:rning the arbitration

permitted the a.cceptance of amicus submissions, and (ii) that amicus submissions were
suitable when likely to assist the Tribunal and should then be allowed by the Tribunal.

17 ... \ Power: The Respondent argued that there was an inherent flexibility in the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules, to be appJied in the context of the panicu1ar dispute. The powers
under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules should be c;wrciscd in a manner commensurate
with the public international law aspects of the case and the fact that it implicated

substantial public interests. The NAFTA Panies· view that the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rulcs WCJ'C sufficiently flexible in such instan~ .cflcct:od a presumption that arbitration
tribunals would use the discretion granted to them in a manner appropriate to the nature

of the dispute. In this respect, the current dispute was to be distinguished from a typical
commercial arbitration on the basis that a State was the Respondent, the issues had to be
decided in accordance with a treaty and the principles of public intemationallaw and a

decision on that dispute could have a significant effect extending beyond the two
Disputing Parties.

18.

The Respondent contended that pursuant to Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitra.tion

.. \ Rules the Tribunal had the authority to conduct the proceedings as it deemed appropriate
su bject to the proviso that the partics be treated with equality and given a full opponunity

of presenting their cases. This rule was sufficiently broad to encompass the authority to
~c.cpt

amicus briefs. The Respondent cited comments on the a.pplication of

the

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules by the Iran-US Claims Tribunal in Baker & Davis, The

-9-
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UNCITRAL Arbitration. Rules in Practice, 1992, pp. 76 and 98. The Respondent also
relied on the pralAicc of the Appellate Body of the WTO in finding that it had broad

authority to adopt procedural rules that did not conflict with the express rules of me WTO
Dispute Settlement Understanding, therefon:: allowing amiCUJ subw5ioru;: sec Unite:d
States -Imposition ojCountef"Vailing Duties on Cel'tain Hot-Rolled LBad and Bi:ml'uth
Carbon Steel Products Ol'lginaring in the

Untced Kingdom,

paragraph 39,

[WTIDS138/ABIR], adopt~ on ~ June 2000.

19.

The Respondent considered that there was nothing in the UNCITRAL Acbitration Rules
that prohibited acceptance of amicu.r 3UbmissionB. Article 25(4) of the Rules limited the
persons who could attend a hearing, not those who could submit wrinen briefs. In this

respect, the Respondent relied on the Australian case of Esso Australia Resozuces Ltd

v. Plowman (1995) 183 CLR 10 at paragraphs 30-32. in which Hassneh Insurance Co.
of Israel v. Steuan J. Mew was considered but not followed by the High Coun of
Australia. It also relied on the recent application of the &.so case by the Swedish
Supreme Court in Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank Ltd

\I.

A. I. Trade Finance Inc

(27.x.. 2000); and a findlng in that case that a pany in an international commercial
arbitration in Sweden was not bound by a duty of confidentiality unless it had agreed to
that duty, and that the presence of an in camera rule in an arbitration agreement did not

amount to such an agn::cmc:nt. In any 1:Veat.. rules ofconfidentiality could have no bearing
~

\

on whether the Tribunal could receive written submissions from amici. Further, the

Tribunal's discretion was not limited by Article 22 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules,
which did deal with written submissions.

20.

Similarly. the Respondent contended that there was nothing in Chapter 11 ofNAFTA to
prohibit the acceptance of amicus submissions. Article 1128 of NAFTA gave rights to
Non-Disputing Parties, leaving untouched the question of how the Tribunal mi8ht
exercise its discretion to permit submissions from other non-parties. There was thcI"cfoI"c
no question of amici being granted greater rights than the NAFT A's State Parties. In this

respect, the Respondent referred to the rejection of a similar argument in the WTO
context: Hot-Rolled Lead and Carbon Steel, paragraph 41 [WTIDS 138/AB/R].

.10.
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addition., it was contended that Articles 1126(10) and 1137(4) ofNAFT A recognised the
~

\ public inter-est involved in NAFfA arbitrations in demonstrating that the NAFTA Parties

expected the substance of each Chapter II dispute and most awards to be made publicly
available. Responding to the argument raised by Mexico that the Tribunal's authority to
appoint cxpert$ was limited to Article 1133 ofNAFT A. the Respondent maintained that
amici did not fulfil the same function

a.g

Tribunal appointed experts; and Article 1133

was therefore irrelevant.

21.

Finally. under this heading, the Respondent argued that the Petitioners were not

~eeki.ng

the status of parties so the Claimant's comments in this respect were misc;onc;civcd. A
burden would be added if the Tribunal. accepted an amicus submission, but this would be

justified where the Tribunal had made a determination that the amicus submission would
be helpful. The Consent Order regarding Disclosure and Confidentiality did not address
the question of amicus briefs, and specifically envisaged that important documents
generated during the course ofthe arbitration would be released to the public, whilst the
• \ remainder would be subject to rmeue under the US Freedom of Information Act.

22.

Discretion:

~

to the scc;ond of its principal contentions. the Rc.:ipondc:nt argued that a.

third person might have knowledge or expertise of value to the Tribunal, and that on a

showing that the submission would be both relevant and helpful.. it should be anowed by
the Tribunal. In this .respect, the Claimant suggested procedures by which the Tribunal
could asseS$ the value of a potential amicus submission before deciding to grant leave.

Specific reference was made to the procedures adopted in the order of gila November 2000
adopted in European Communities - Measures Affecting Asbestru and Asbestos
Conralning Products [WTIDS135/9). By contrast, failure to allow any aJnicus

submi:s:uoILS would reinforce the growing perception that ChaptCI II dispute resolution
was an exclUsionary and secretive process. Moreover, there was no rea30n to feAr

Ii

deluge of petitions for amicus Status - as was clear from what had happened both in this
case as well as experience in the WTO.

-11-
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As to the Petitioners' requests that they be allowed to attend hearings and receive copies

23.

of all documents filed in the arbitration, the Respondent's position was that the Tribunal's
jurisdiction was eff~tively restricted by Article 25(4) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules and the Consent Order regarding Disclosure and Confidentiality. It nonetheless
was in favour of giving public access to the greatest extent possible, and therefore gave

its consent to the open and public hearing of all hearings before the Tribunal, supporting
disclmrure consistent with the Consent Order.

.

v - THE TRIBUNAL'S REASONS AND DECISION

\

24.

Pursuant to Articles 1120(1)(c) and 1120(2) of NAFTA and the agreeme:nt of the:
Disputing Parties, this arbitration is governed by the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules save
insofar as such Rules are modified by Chapter II, Section B, of NAFTA In the

Tribunal's view, there is nothing in either the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules or Chapter

11, Section B, that either expressly confers upon the Tribunal the power to accept amicZl~'
submissions or expressly provides that the Tribunal shall have no such power.

It follows that the Tribunal's powers in this respect mugt be infezred, if at all, from its

25.

more general procedural powers. In the Tribunal's view, the Petitioners' requests must
be considered against Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Ru1es~ and it is not

.
26.

possible or appropriate to look elsewhere for any broader power or jurisdiction.
\

Article IS(I) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules grants to the Tribunal a broad
discretion

a"

to the conduct of this arbitration, subject always to the requirements of

procedural equality and fairness towards the Disputing Parties. It provides, broken down
into numbered sub-paragraphs for ease of reference below, as follows:

"[ll Subject to these Rules. [2} the arhitral tribunal may conduct the arhitration
~"Uch manner as it consideni appropriate, [3] provided that the: parties are::

in
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treated with equality and that a1 any stage in the proceedings each party is given
aftll opportunity ofpresenting its case. II
This provision constitutes one of the essential "hallmarks" of an international arbitration
under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, accordins to the fYavaux preparatoires. Article

• \ 15 has also been described as the "heart" of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules; and its
terms have .since been adopted in Articles 18 and 19(2)ofthe UNCITRAL Model Law

on International Commercial Arbitration, where these provisions were considered as the
procedural "Magna Carta" of intema.tional commercial a.rbitration. Article 15(1) is
plainly a very important provision.

27.

Article 15(1) is intended to provide the broadest

procedural tlexibility within

fundamental safeguards, to be applied by the arbitration tribunal to fit the particular needs
of the particular arbitration. As a prtlcedural provision. however. it Gannot grant the

Tribunal any power to add further disputing parties to the arbitration, nor to accord to
persons who are non-parties the substantive status. rights or privileges of a Disputing

Party. Likewise, the Tribunal can have no power to accord to any third person the

substantive rights of NAFT A Parties under Article 1128 of N AFT A. The issue is
whcthCI" Article 15(1) grantS the Tribunal any lesser procedural power in regard to non• \ partylhird persons, such 33 the Petitioners here.

28.

In addressing this issue, there are four principal matters to be considered:

(i) whether the Tribunal's acceptance of amicus submissions falls within the general

scope of the sub·pacagraph numbered [2J of Article

15(l)~

(ii) if so, whether the acceptance of amicus submissions could affect the equal treatment

of the Disputing Parties and the opportunity of each fully to present its case, under the
:sub-paragraph numbered [3] of Anicle 15(1);

(iii) whether there are any provisions in Chapter 1 I, Section B, ofNAFTA that modifY
the application of Article 15(1) for present purposes: and

.

\
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.,
(iv) whether other provisions of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules likewise modifY the
application of Article 15( 1) in regard to this particular case, given the introductory words

of the sub-paragraph numbered [1] of Article 15(1).
It is convenient to consider each matter in turn.

(iJ

The Genertzl Scope ofArticle 15(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules

The Tribunal is required to decide a substantive di5pute between the Claimant and the

29.

Respondent. The Tribunal has no mandate to decide any other substantive dispute or any
dispute determining the legal rights of lhird persoIDl_ The legal boundaries of the

arbitration are set by this essential legal fact. It is thus self-evident that if the Tribunal

.

cannot directly, without consent, add another person as a party to this dispute or treat a
\

third person as a pany to the arbiuation or NAFTA,

it is equally precluded from

a.chieving this result indirectly by exercising a power- over the conduct of the arbitration.
Accordingly, in the Tribunal's view, the

POWI!['

under Article 15(1) must be confined to

procedlllll1 matters_ Treating non-parties as Disputing Parties or as NAn'AParties cannot
be matters of mere procedure; and such matters cannot fall within Article I S( 1) of the
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules_

However, in the Tribunal's view, its receipt of written submissions from a person other

30_

than the Disputing Parties is not equivalent to adding that person as a party to the
arbitration. The rights of the Disputing Parties in the arbitration and the limited rights of
a Non-Disputing Party under Article 1128 ofNAFTA are not thereby acquired by such
a third person.. Their righb, both procedural and substantive, remain juridically exactly

the same before and after receipt of such submissions; and the third person acquires no

.
3 1.

rights at all. The legal nature of the arbitration remains wholly unchanged_
\

The Tribunal considers that allowing a third person to make an amicus submission could

fan within its procedural powers over the conduct of the arbitration, within the general
scope of Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. The wording of the sub-
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paragraph numbered [2] of Article 15(1) suffices, in the Tribunal's view, to support its
lJonlJlusion; but its approach is supported by the practice of the Iran-US Claims Tribunal

and the World Trade Organisation_
32.

Iran-US Claims Tribunal: Nota 5 oftha Iran-US Claims Tribunal Notes to Article IS{l),
ofttte UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules states:

.,

"5. The arbitral tribunal may. haYing satisfied itseifthat the statement of

one oj the two Governments - or, under special circumstances, any other
person - who is not an arbitrating party in a particular case is likBly to
assist the arbitral tribunal in carrying out its task, permit such
Government or puson to assist thlZ arbitral tribunal bypreSlZntlng written

and {or] oral statements."

This provision was specifically drafted for the Iran-US Claims Tribunal as a
supplementary guide. Although (so it appears from published commentaries) it was
invoked by Iran or the US as non-arbitrating parties, it was also invoked by non-state
third penons (albeit infrequently), such as the foreign banks submitting their own
memorial to the Tribunal in Iran v UnitedStallZS, CastlA/15: see the Award No 63-Al15IT made by the Full Tribunal (president

B~ckstiegel

and Judges Briner. Vinslly.

Sahrami, Holtzmann, Mostafavi.., Aldrich., Ansari and Brower) 2 Iran-US C. T.R. 40, a.t
p.43. For present pUllloses. the authoritative guide to the exercise of the Iran-US Claim
Tribunal's discretion under Article 15(1) and this award demonstrate that the receipt of
•• writtep. submissioll$ from a non-party third person does not necessarily offend the

philosophy of international arbitration involving states and non-state parties.

'WTO: The distinction between parties to an arbitration and their right to make

33.

submissions and a third penon having no such right was adopted by the WTO Appdlate
Body in HOI-RolllZd Lead and Carbon Steel, paragraph 41:

organisatronJ. which are not
submissions to

Memh~rs

"Individuals and

of the WTO, have no legal 'righI'

10

make

0,. to be heal'd by the Appellate Body. The Appellate Body has no ieJ(Q1

'dury' 10 accept or consider unsolicited amicus curiae briefs submitted by individuals or

organi.''ations, not Members of the: WTO .... "- Furthc:.-. the Appellate Body there found

.

,

that it had power to accept amicus submissions under Article 17.9 of the Dispute
Settlement Understanding to draw up working procedures. That procedural power is

.,

significantly less broad than the power accorded to tbis Tribunal under Article 15(1) to
conduct the arbitration in such manner

~

it considers appropriate. For prcsent purposes,

this WTO practice demonstrates that the scope of a procedural power can extend to the
receipt of written submissions from non-parry third persons, even in a juridical proc;;edurc:
affecting the rights and obligations of state partiea; and further it also demonstrates that
the receipt of such submissions confers no rights, procedural or substantive, on

~uch

persons.

34.

ICJ: The Tribunal notes, however, that there has been a traditional reluctance on the part

of the International Court of Justice to accept amicus submissions from non-parties.
although Article 62 of the leI Statutes allows an interested non-party state to request
intervention. As observed by Rosenne, The Law and Practice ofrhe International Court
1920-1996 (1997), at pp. 653-654, the Ie] does not admit non-governmental
organisations (which are treated as individuals); and in regard to individual petitioners,

• \

the author states: "The practice of the Court also docs not c:nvisage the log'll
representatives of an individual appearing at the bar of the Court, holding a watching
brief, receiving copies of the pleadings, and being allowed - perhaps as amicus curiae to prescnt its own case." The Ie] Registrar refused such a request in the Namihia Case,
II Pleaclings, 636, 638.

Noneth~less,

more recently, it appears that written submissions

were received by the ICJ, unofficially, in Case Concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros

Project, lCJ Reports, 1997. In the Tribunal's view, the leJ's practices provides little
assistance to this case. Its jurisdiction in contentious cases is limited solely to disputes

between States; its Statute provides for intervention by States; and it would be difficult
in these circumstances to infer from its procedural powers a power to allow a non-state

third person to intervene.

.,
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Safeguarding Equal Treatment

(ii)

35.

Fr:L.A

The Tribunal notC5 the argument raised by the Claimant to the effect that a burden will
be added if amicus submissions are presented to the Tribunal and the Disputing Parties
seek to make submissions in response. That burden is indoed a potential risk. It is

inherent in any ad,,-crsmial procedure which admits representations by a non-pany third
person.

36.

However, at least initially, the burden in meeting the Petitioners' written submissions
would be ~hared by both Disputing Parties; and moreover. that burden cannot be regarded
a:!

inevitably excessivo for either Disputing Party. As envisaged by the Tribunal, the

• , Petitioners would make their submissions in writing. in a. form and subject to limitations
decided by the Tribunal. The Petitioners could not adduc;c the evidence of any factual or
Chpcrt witness; and it would not therefore be necessary for either Digputina Party to
cross-examine a witness proffered by rh.e Petitioners: there Gould be no such witness. Ali
to the c;ontc::n't5 of the Petitioners' written submissions; it would always be for the
Tribunal to decide what weight (if any) to attribute to those submissions. Even if any part
of those submissions were arguably to constitute writtc:n "evidence". the Tribunal would

still retain a complete discretion under Article 25.6 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules
to determine its admissibility, relevance, materiality and weight. Of course, jf either

Disputing Party adopted a Petitioner's written submissions, the other Disputing Party
could not then complain at that burden: it was always required to meet its opponent's
case; and that case, however supplemented, can form no extra unfair burden or l.lD.equal
treatment.

37.

.,

It would always be the Tribunal's task. assisted by the Disputing Parties, to adopt

procedures whereby any burden in meeting written submissions from a Petitioner was
mitigated or extinguished. In theory, a difficulty could remain if a point was advanced by
a Pc;:titioner to which both Disputing Parties were opposed; but in practice, that risk

appears small in this arbitration. In any case, it is not a risk the size or nature of which
should swallow the general principle permitting written submissions from third persons.

-17-

Accordingly. whilst there is a possible risk of unfair treatment as raised by the Claimant,
the Tribunal is aware of that risk and considers that it must be addressed as and when it
may arise. There is no immediate risk of unfair or unequal treatment for any Disputing
Party or Party.

(iii)

.,

Relevant Pr()1Jis,oll$ ;H Chapw 11, Section B. ofNAFTA

As already noted by the Tribunal, there are no provisions in Chapter 11 ofNAFTA tha.t

38.

touch directly on the question of whether a tribunal has the power to accept amicus

submissions. Of the provisions that have been considered in the submissions received by
the Tribunal, neither Article 1128 nor Article 1133 ofNAFTA has any bearing on that

question. The first is concerned with a right on the part of NAFrA Parties; and the
second is concerned solely with a tribunal's authority to appoint experts. Amici are not
experts; such third persons are advocates (in the non-pejorative sense) and not

"independent" in that they advance a particular case to a tribunal.

The Respondent referred to Articles 1126(10) and 1137(4) ofNAFTA. In the Tribunal's

39.

view, there is nothing relevant in these provisions for present purposes. As the Tribunal
has already concluded, there is no provision in Chapter 11 that expressly prohibits the

.,

acceptance: of amicu;s submissions, but likewise nothing that expressly encourages them.

(w)

Other UNCITRAL ArbirrazilJn Rules

The Claimant',> reliance on Article :ZS(4) or the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules to the

40.

effect that hearings ate to be held in ~amera ili not relevant to the Petitioners' request to

serve written submissions to the Tribunal. In the Tribunal's view, there are no further
proviSions under the UNClTRAL Arbitration Rules that modity the application of its:
general power under Article 15 (I) to allow the Petitioners to make such submissions in
this arbitration.

However, the Claimant's reliance on Article 25(4) is relevant to the Petitioners' request

41.

-18.

,

to attend hearings and to receive copies of all submissions and materials adduced before

rhe Tribunal. Anicle 25(4) provides that: "[Oral] Hearings shall be held in camera
unless the parties agree otherwise ... " . The phrase "in camera" is clearly intended to
exclude members of the public, i.e. non-party third persons such as the Petitioners. As
the travaux preparatoires disclose, the UNCITRAL drafting committee deleted a
different provision in an earlier draft which could have allowed the arbitration tribunal
to

admit into an oral hearing persons other r.tum the parties. However, as discussed further

below, Article 25(4) relates to the privacy of the oral hearings oithe arbitration; and it
does not in like terms addcess the confidentiality of the arbitration.

42.

As to privacy, the Respondent has accepted that, as a result of Article 25(4), bearings ace
to be held in camera unless both Disputing Parties consent otherwise. The Respondent

has given such consent. Tho Claimant has giYal no such consent. The Tribunal must
therefore apply Article 25(4); and it has no power (or inclina.t:ion) to undermine the effect
. \ afits tenns. It fallows that the Tribunal must reject th~ Petitioners' requests to attend oral
hearings of the arbitration.

43.

As to confidentiality, the Tribunal notes the conflicting legal materials

l1S

to whether

Article 25(4) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules imposes upon the Disputing Parties

a further dutY of confidentiality (beyond privacy) in regard to materials generated by the

parties within the arbitration. The most recent decision of the Swedish Supreme Court in

Bulgarian Foretgn Trade Bank Ltd v. A. /. Trade Finance Inc (27.x.2000) suggests that
a privacy rule in an arbitration agreement does not give risc under Swedish law to a
separate duty of confidentiality, at least as cegards the award. That approach is strongly

supported by the decision of the High Coun of Australia in EssaIBHP \I Plowman (1993)
183 CLR 10 distingui5hing between confidentiality and privacy, particularly as
subsequently applied by the New South Wales Court in Commonwealth of Australia v

Cockatoo DackyanJPty Ltd(1995) 36 NSWLR 662 involving a public corporation (per
, Kirby- J: "Can it he seriously slIggested that [the] parties' private agreement can,

endorsed by a procedural direction of an arbitrator, exdude .from the public domain

matters of legitimate concern ... ").
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The English legal materials generally point in the other direction, as invoked by the
Claimant., with the high water mark being the Court of Appeal's decision in A Ii Shipping

Corporation vShipyal'd Tl'ogil' [1998J 1 Lloyd's Rep 643. Even in England, however, the
present position is arguably equivocal in regard to public authorities (including a :)tate
party), particularly given the absence of any statutory rule in the English Arbitration Act
1996

- for reasons explained at length in the official commentary contained in the

Departmental Advisory Committee'::; 1996 Report on the Arbitration Bill (paragraphs 1017).
.

,

It is perhaps significant that English law on strict confidentiality is a recent

innovation., dating essentially from the decision in The Eastern Saga [1983] 2 Lloyd's
Rep 373, cited by the Claimant. Por c:>cample, as the DAC Report noted., the arbitration

tribunal in Lena Goldfields v USSR (1930) decided in the public interest to publish its
procedural orders and final award in the London "Times", without any critical comment
a.t the time (as to publication).

45.

The Tribunal has also cOilliidered the position on confidentiality in the USA, insofar as
it may be relevant as the law of the place ofthe arbitration, Washington DC. The Federal

Arbitration Act is silent on the point; but like Australia and Sweden. US law maintains
a distinction between privacy and confidentiality. Indeed Professor Hans Smit's expert
report on US law was adduced before the Australian Courts in Esso/BP

\I

Plowman. He

relied on the decision of United States District Court for the District of Delaware in USA

v Panhandle Eastern Co1p 118 FRD 346, 10 Fed R Serv 31"0 686 (D Del 1988),
concerning the non-confidentiality of documentation disclosed by a party in an ICC
\ arbitration. Professor Smit also 5trcsscd thc significam;;c of a. public interest, such as the
Petitioners suggest in this case: "In determining to what extent arbitration is confidential,

proper consideration must also be given to the public interest in knOWing how di!)puces
are sottled ... "

(366

[1995] A.rhitration International 297 & 299 at 300).
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This is however a difficult ~ and for present pUll'oses, the Tribunal does Dot have to
decide the point. Confidentiality is determined by the agreement of the Disputing Parties
as recorded in the Consent Order regarding Disclosure and Confidentiality, foIming part

of the Minutes of Order of the Second Procedural meeting of 7'" September 2000. As
amici have no rights under Chapter 11 ofNAFfA to receive any materials generated

within the arbitration (or indeed any rights at all) they are to be treated by the Tribunal

as any other members of the public. Accordingly materials may be disclosed only as

allowed in the Consent Order. Of course, pursuant to paragraph 3 of that Order. either
party is at liberty to disclose the major pleadings, orders and awards of the Tribunal into
the public domain (subject to redaction of Trade Secret Infonnation). That is however a

matter for the Disputing Parties and not the Tribunal.

47.

Power: The Tribunal concludes that by Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules it has the power to accept amicus submis:siODS ("m writing) from each of the

Petitioners, to be copied simultaneously to the legal representatives of the DisputiDg
Partie", Canada and Mexico. In coming to this conclusion, the Tribunsl has not relied on
the tact that amicus submissions feature in the domestic procedures: of the courts: in two,

but nat three, NAPT A Parties. The Tribunal also concludes that it has no power to accept
the Petitioners' requests to receive materials generated within the arbitration orto attend

oral hearings of the arbitration. Such materials may however be derived from the public
domain or disclosed into the public domain within the terms of the Consent Order
regarding Disclosure and Confidentiality, or otherwige lawfully; but that i!: a quite
separate matter outwith the scope of this decision.

48.

Discretion: The next issue is whether, in the particular circums.tances of this arbitration.
the Tribunal should decide that it is "appropriate" to accept amicus submissions from the

Petitioners in the exercise of the discretion under Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules. At this early stage, the Tribunal cannot decide definitively that it would
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be assisted by these submissions on the Disputing Panies' subStantive dispme. The
Petitions set: out the credentials of the Petitioners, which arc impressive; but for now, the
Tribunal must assume that the Disputing Parties will provide all the necessary assistance
and materials required by the Tribunal to decide their dispUte. At the least. however, the
Tribunal must also assume that the Petitioners' submissions could assist the TribunaL
The Tribunal must look to other factors for the exercise of its discretion.

49.

There is an undoubtedly public interest in this arbitration... The substantive issues extend
far beyond those raised by the usual transnational arbitration between commercial parties.

This is not merely because one of the DiBputing Parties is a State: there are of course
disputes involving States which ace of no greater general public importance than a dispute

between private persons. The public interest in this arbitration miles from its subjectmatter-, as powerfully suggested in the Petitions. There is also a broader argument, as

suggested by the Respondent and Canada: the Chapter 11 arbitral process could benefit
from being perceived as more open or

transparC:Dt~

or conversely be harmed if seen as

unduly secretive. In this regard, the Tribunal's willingness to recsive amicus submissions
might support the process in general and this arbitration in particular; whereas a blanket

refusal could do positive harm..

50.

There are other competing factors to consider: the ac;ccptancc; of Clm;c;us submission:s

might add significantly to the overall cost of the arbitration and) as considered above,
there is a possible risk of imposing an extra burden on one or both the Disputing Panies.
In this regard, as appears from the Petitions, any

amicus submissions from thcse

Petitioners are more likely to run counter to the Claimant's position and eventually to

suppon the Respondent's case. This factor has weighed heavily with the Tribunal; and
it is concerned that the Claimant should receive whatever procedural protection might be
necessary.

51.

These are all relevant circumstances under Article 15(1) of the UNCITRAL kbitration

Rules. Less important is the factor raised by the Claimant as to the danger of setting a
precedent. Ibis Tribunal can set no legal precedent, in general or at alL It has no power
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dete:nnioe for other arbitration uibunali how to interpret Article 1 S( 1); and in a liiter

arbitration, there: may be other circumstances leading that tribuual to cxCf'Cise its
discretion ditrercat1y. For eadl arbitration, the decision l1\ust be made by its tribunal in

the ~-ticula: circurnft8!l.CeS of that aroitration only.
52.

Weighing all th<: rel.evant factors, the Tribwlal wasiders tIw it could_be appropriate to

allow anticus written. submissions from these PetitioncttS. Whilst the Tribunal is at present
minded to allow the Petitioners to make such submissiocs at a later stage of these

azbimLtiOil proceedings. it is prematuce now for the TribWlAl fiaaUy to decide th£ question
at thi.s re&atively early stage. The Tnouaal intends first to consider with the D~puting
Patties procedural limitations IS to the timing. form ULd coutcDt of tb~ Petitioners'

submissions. For example. the Tribunal may wish

to

impose a p.8ge--llmit on such

submissions (including abibiu).

JIl- THE TRlBUlVAL'SORDER
53.

For tbe

r-casODS Ht

Arbill"atioll

RlIl~J

out above, p~naDt to Artidc lS(l)

or tbe

UNCITRAL

me Tribunal dedaru that it bas die power to ...~~ep[ dllf.iau

written 5ubmuJioas (rom the Pedtio ••n; whilst it nat presaat miDded to receive

s.\:;h .abmission3 subject

to

procedural limitatictns still to be detenaiaed by the

Tribunal (co be coa.tidered witb the Disputinc Parties). it will make a final decision
... hemer or put to ~e them al a later stage ofthere arbitration proc:eeJUngs; and

acxordiugi11he PetitiollS arc accepted by the T ... ibunal t(J this ntent, bat otbet"'fue
rejected.

Macle by the TribunsJ on IS~."ullry 2.001.

1.5

at Wublll~oQ DC, USA.
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